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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 814 4.6 1.6 6 77.4 100
2 814 7.9 3.1 10 78.6 100
3 814 4.2 2.4 8 52.2 100
4 814 1.9 1.9 6 30.9 100
5 814 2.8 1.5 6 47.1 100
6 814 3.4 2.9 8 43 100
1 814 2 1.7 4 49.9 100
2 814 2.3 2.4 8 29.1 100
3 814 1.6 1.4 4 40.2 100
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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Section A  
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Field Key field Data type Length Validation 
ClientID Yes Integer 5 Presence check 
Forename No String 10  
Surname No String 10  
Gender No Character 1 Lookup check 
Postcode No String 7 Format check 
Date of birth no string 10 Range check 


Field Key field Data type Length Validation 
PlumberID Yes Integer 5 Presence check 
Name No String 10  
Cost per hour No Real 10 Type check 
Specialist? No Boolean 1  
Years experience No integer 2  
email no string 20 Double entry 












Imports System.IO1
2
Public Class clients3


4
5
6
7
8
9
    Private Structure client10
        Public ClientID As String11
        Public Title As String12
        Public Firstname As String13


Public Surname As String                  hat will hold the  data.14
        Public Address As String15
    End Structure16


17
18
19


sure there is actually a database to enter/read data. If not, it creates a new blank one.20
21
22


)23
        End If24
    End Sub25


26
    Private Sub cmdSave_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles cmdSave.Click27
        Dim clientData As New client28
        Dim sw As New System.IO.StreamWriter("clients.txt", True)29
        clientData.ClientID = LSet(txtClientID.Text, 50)30
        clientData.Title = LSet(txtTitle.Text, 50)31
        clientData.Firstname = LSet(txtFirstname.Text, 50)32
        clientData.Surname = LSet(txtSurname.Text, 50)                      'Filling the structure with data.33
        clientData.Address = LSet(txtAddress.Text, 50)34


35
        sw.WriteLine(clientData.ClientID & clientData.Title & clientData.Firstname & clientData.Surname & clientData.Address)36
        sw.Close()                                                                  'Always need to close afterwards37
        MsgBox("File Saved!")38
    End Sub39


40
stem.EventArgs) Handles cmdCount.Click41


42
43
44
45
46


        Dim clientData() As String = File.ReadAllLines("clients.txt")47
        For i = 0 To UBound(clientData)48


49
            CountGot = 050


    
 If Dir$("clients.txt") = "" Then 
 Dim sw As New StreamWriter("Holidays.txt", True) 
 sw.WriteLine("") 
 sw.Close() 
 MsgBox("A new file has been created", vbExclamation, "Warning!”)


Private Sub Clients_Load() Handles MyBase.Load


Private Sub cmdCount_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
Sys 
 Dim CountGot As Integer 
 CountGot = 0 
 Dim clientCount As Integer 
 clientCount = 0







xtClientID.Text = "" Then CountGot = CountGot + 151
Title.Text = "" Then CountGot = CountGot + 152
t txtFirstname.Text = "" Then CountGot = CountGot + 153
txtSurname.Text = "" Then CountGot = CountGot + 1 'Counting how many attributes follow the search54
txtAddress.Text = "" Then CountGot = CountGot + 155
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''If attributes match, add to the count.56


57
58
59


    End Sub60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70


End Class71
72


 If Trim(Mid(clientData(i), 1, 50)) = txtClientID.Text And Not t 
 If Trim(Mid(clientData(i), 51, 50)) = txtTitle.Text And Not txt 
 If Trim(Mid(clientData(i), 101, 50)) = txtFirstname.Text And No 
 If Trim(Mid(clientData(i), 151, 50)) = txtSurname.Text And Not 
 If Trim(Mid(clientData(i), 201, 50)) = txtAddress.Text And Not 
 If CountGot > 0 Then clientCount = clientCount + 1 '''''''''''' 
Next i 
MsgBox("There were: " & clientCount & " Found")












Imports System.IO1
2
Public Class clients3


4
5
6
7
8
9
    Private Structure client10
        Public ClientID As String11
        Public Title As String12
        Public Firstname As String13


Public Surname As String                  hat will hold the  data.14
        Public Address As String15
    End Structure16


17
18
19


sure there is actually a database to enter/read data. If not, it creates a new blank one.20
21
22


)23
        End If24
    End Sub25


26
    Private Sub cmdSave_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles cmdSave.Click27
        Dim clientData As New client28
        Dim sw As New System.IO.StreamWriter("clients.txt", True)29
        clientData.ClientID = LSet(txtClientID.Text, 50)30
        clientData.Title = LSet(txtTitle.Text, 50)31
        clientData.Firstname = LSet(txtFirstname.Text, 50)32
        clientData.Surname = LSet(txtSurname.Text, 50)                      'Filling the structure with data.33
        clientData.Address = LSet(txtAddress.Text, 50)34


35
        sw.WriteLine(clientData.ClientID & clientData.Title & clientData.Firstname & clientData.Surname & clientData.Address)36
        sw.Close()                                                                  'Always need to close afterwards37
        MsgBox("File Saved!")38
    End Sub39


40
stem.EventArgs) Handles cmdCount.Click41


42
43
44
45
46


        Dim clientData() As String = File.ReadAllLines("clients.txt")47
        For i = 0 To UBound(clientData)48


49
            CountGot = 050


    
 If Dir$("clients.txt") = "" Then 
 Dim sw As New StreamWriter("Holidays.txt", True) 
 sw.WriteLine("") 
 sw.Close() 
 MsgBox("A new file has been created", vbExclamation, "Warning!”)


Private Sub Clients_Load() Handles MyBase.Load


Private Sub cmdCount_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
Sys 
 Dim CountGot As Integer 
 CountGot = 0 
 Dim clientCount As Integer 
 clientCount = 0







xtClientID.Text = "" Then CountGot = CountGot + 151
Title.Text = "" Then CountGot = CountGot + 152
t txtFirstname.Text = "" Then CountGot = CountGot + 153
txtSurname.Text = "" Then CountGot = CountGot + 1 'Counting how many attributes follow the search54
txtAddress.Text = "" Then CountGot = CountGot + 155
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''If attributes match, add to the count.56


57
58
59


    End Sub60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70


End Class71
72


 If Trim(Mid(clientData(i), 1, 50)) = txtClientID.Text And Not t 
 If Trim(Mid(clientData(i), 51, 50)) = txtTitle.Text And Not txt 
 If Trim(Mid(clientData(i), 101, 50)) = txtFirstname.Text And No 
 If Trim(Mid(clientData(i), 151, 50)) = txtSurname.Text And Not 
 If Trim(Mid(clientData(i), 201, 50)) = txtAddress.Text And Not 
 If CountGot > 0 Then clientCount = clientCount + 1 '''''''''''' 
Next i 
MsgBox("There were: " & clientCount & " Found")







This response was difficult to mark as it did not conform to a standard algorithm. 
Marks were awarded for: 
One mark for each: 
• Looks up plumber hourly rate in array/uses array
• Output the hourly rate for the plumber 
• Output an error if invalid plumberID is entered 


Question: Part B Question 1 
Sample C 
Response: Python submission from a candidate. 
• Opening the data file
• Reading contents 
• Comparing client criteria to the list 
• Incrementing the contents of the Clients found variable


Section B Question 1 
Example 3


A VB response from the candidate. Full marks awarded here. 
• Opening the data file
• Reading contents
• Comparing client criteria to the list
• Incrementing the contents of the Clients found variable


Question: Part B Question 1 
Sample: In folder Corrected Code GCE Wales unit2 
Response: This is one possible completed solution in Java, VB and Python. All three 
languages have examples of full mark answers. These are not designed to be “exemplars” of 
perfect code, but examples of the kind of “broken code” candidates may come across in real 
life that they may have to maintain.







This response was difficult to mark as it did not conform to a standard algorithm. 
Marks were awarded for: 
One mark for each: 
• Looks up plumber hourly rate in array/uses array
• Output the hourly rate for the plumber 
• Output an error if invalid plumberID is entered 


Question: Part B Question 1 
Sample C 
Response: Python submission from a candidate. 
• Opening the data file
• Reading contents 
• Comparing client criteria to the list 
• Incrementing the contents of the Clients found variable


Question: Part B Question 1 
Sample D 
Response: 
A Java response from the candidate. Full marks awarded here. 
• Opening the data file
• Reading contents 
• Comparing client criteria to the list 
• Incrementing the contents of the Clients found variable


Question: Part B Question 1 
Sample: In folder Corrected Code GCE Wales unit2 
This is one possible completed solution in Java, VB and Python. All three languages have 
examples of full mark answers. These are not designed to be “exemplars” of perfect code, 
but examples of the kind of “broken code” candidates may come across in real life that they 
may have to maintain. 
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Field Key field Data type Length Validation 
ClientID Yes Integer 5 Presence check 
Forename No String 10  
Surname No String 10  
Gender No Character 1 Lookup check 
Postcode No String 7 Format check 
Date of birth no string 10 Range check 


Field Key field Data type Length Validation 
PlumberID Yes Integer 5 Presence check 
Name No String 10  
Cost per hour No Real 10 Type check 
Specialist? No Boolean 1  
Years experience No integer 2  
email no string 20 Double entry 
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GCE AS Wales Computer Science Unit 2  


Question: 1
Sample A 
Response: 
Marks were awarded for: 
One mark for each: 


• Correct relationship links 
• Foreign key from Clients table (ClientID) 
• Foreign key from Plumbers Table (PlumberID) 
• Clients Table completed with example fields 
• Booking Table completed with example fields 
• Plumbers Table completed with example fields 


Full marks awarded here. 


Question: 1 
Example 2 


Marks were awarded for: 
A different approach here with a key being used to indicate foreign keys. (Any standard 
method for indicating foreign keys was given full credit.)  
One mark for each: 


• Correct relationship links
• Foreign key from Clients table (ClientID)
• Foreign key from Plumbers Table (PlumberID)
• Clients Table completed with example fields
• Booking Table completed with example fields
• Plumbers Table completed with example fields


Full marks awarded here. 


Question: 1
Sample D 
Response: 
Marks were awarded for: 
A different approach again here with a standard class style diagram for indicating 
relationships. (Any standard method for indicating foreign keys was given full credit.) 
One mark for each: 
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Q Answer Mark AO1 AO2 AO3 Total 


6 Any valid/functional search or comparison based algorithm 
that returns outputs as stated in question: 
 
Example 
 


1 set i = 0 


2 declare plumberID is integer = 0 


3 declare hours is real = 0 


4 declare partsCost is real = 0 


5 declare found is boolean = FALSE 


6 declare hourlyRate is real = 0 


7 declare totalCost is real = 0 


8 declare costOfLabour is real = 0 


9  


10 output “PlumberID = ”  
11 input plumberID 
12   
13 output “Number of hours = ” 
14 input hours 
15   
16 output “Cost of Parts = ” 
17 input partsCost 
18   
19 for i = 1 to Len(PlumberRate)  {Length of Array} 
20  if PlumberRate[i,0] = plumberID then 
21   output “Hourly Rate=” , PlumberRate[i,1] 
22   hourlyRate = PlumberRate[i,1] 
23   found = TRUE 
24  End if 
25 next i 
26   
27 if found = FALSE then 
28  output “invalid plumber id” 
29 end if 
30   
31 costOfLabour= hourlyRate * hours 
32 output “Total cost of labour = ” , costOfLabour 
33   
34 totalCost =  costOfLabour + partsCost 
35 output “Total estimate cost = ” , totalCost   
36  
37 End 


 
 


One mark for each: 


 Initialise /declare variables 


 Accepts all inputs (plumberID, hours, parts£) 


 Looks up plumber hourly rate in array/uses array 


 Output the hourly rate for the plumber 


 Calculate and output the total cost of labour  


 Calculate and output the total estimate cost of the job  


 Output an error if invalid plumberID is entered 


 All numerically correct outputs 
 


Marks awarded for concepts demonstrated above. Other 
solutions incorporating above concepts that provide exactly 
the same result are to be awarded the mark. 
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1
rted explicitly2


3
from tkinter import *4
from tkinter import messagebox5


6
def saveClient() :7
    ClientIDSave = ClientIDVar.get()8
    ClientIDSave = ClientIDSave.ljust(50)9
    10
    TitleSave=TitleVar.get()11
    TitleSave = TitleSave.ljust(50)12
    13
    FirstnameSave = FirstnameVar.get()14
    FirstnameSave = FirstnameSave.ljust(50)15
    16
    SurnameSave = SurnameVar.get()17
    SurnameSave = SurnameSave.ljust(50)18
    19
    AddressSave = AddressVar.get()20
    AddressSave = AddressSave.ljust(50)21
    22


23
    24


25
+ AddressSave + "\n")26


27
    28
    29


30
31


    ClientCount=032
    CountNeeded=033


34
    ClientIDSave = ClientIDVar.get()35
    36
    TitleSave=TitleVar.get()37
    38
    FirstnameSave = FirstnameVar.get()39
    40
    SurnameSave = SurnameVar.get()41
    42
    AddressSave = AddressVar.get()43
    44
    45
    46
    if not ClientIDSave == "" :47
        CountNeeded +=148


# Only works in Python 3 (Created in 3.4.2) 
# tkinter comes as part of the standard install -  
# messagebox has to be imported


 fileObject = open("clients.txt","a") 


 fileObject.write(ClientIDSave + TitleSave + FirstnameSave + SurnameSave) 


 fileObject.close() 


 return 


  def countClient() :







    if not TitleSave == "" :49
        CountNeeded +=150
    if not FirstnameSave == "" :51
        CountNeeded +=152
    if not SurnameSave == "" :53
        CountNeeded +=154
    if not AddressSave == "" :55
        CountNeeded +=156
    57


58
    if CountNeeded == 0 :59
        messagebox.showerror("Error","Please enter something to count!")60
        return61
    try:62
        fileObject=open("clients.txt","r")63
        64
    except IOError:65
        messagebox.showerror("Error","No file to read")66


67
    else:68
         69


70
71


            72
73


                74
         75
             76


77
             78


79
             ":80


81
             82


83
             84


85
          86
            87


88
                89


90
    91
    return92


93
94


def makeWindow():95
96


       
  
       


  
      


  
       


  
      


while True:
CountGot=0 
recordVar=fileObject.readline() 
if recordVar=="": 
 fileObject.close() 
 break


        
  
        
  
      


  
        
  
       
  


if CountGot == CountNeeded:
ClientCount +=1


 if ClientIDSave in recordVar[0:50] and not ClientIDSave=="" : 
 CountGot +=1 
 if TitleSave in recordVar[50:100] and not TitleSave=="" : 
 CountGot +=1 
   if FirstnameSave in recordVar[100:150] and not FirstnameSave==“”: 
 CountGot +=1 
 if SurnameSave in recordVar[150:200] and not SurnameSave =="": 
  
       
  


 CountGot +=1 
if AddressSave in recordVar[200:250] and not AddressSave=="":


CountGot +=1


messagebox.showinfo("Found: ",str(ClientCount))







97
    98
    global ClientIDVar, TitleVar, FirstnameVar, SurnameVar, AddressVar99


100
    #Create a window/form101
    win = Tk()102
    103
    frame1=Frame(win)104
    frame1.pack()105


106
olumn=0)107


    108
    Label(frame1, text="ClientID").grid(row=1, column=0, sticky=W)109
    ClientIDVar=StringVar()110
    ClientID= Entry(frame1, textvariable=ClientIDVar)111
    ClientID.grid(row=1,column=1,sticky=W)112


113
    Label(frame1, text="Title").grid(row=2, column=0, sticky=W)114
    TitleVar=StringVar()115
    Title= Entry(frame1, textvariable=TitleVar)116
    Title.grid(row=2,column=1,sticky=W)117


118
    Label(frame1, text="Firstname").grid(row=3, column=0, sticky=W)119
    FirstnameVar=StringVar()120
    Firstname= Entry(frame1, textvariable=FirstnameVar)121
    Firstname.grid(row=3,column=1,sticky=W)122
    123
    Label(frame1, text="Surname").grid(row=4, column=0, sticky=W)124
    SurnameVar=StringVar()125
    Surname= Entry(frame1, textvariable=SurnameVar)126
    Surname.grid(row=4,column=1,sticky=W)127
    128
    Label(frame1, text="Address").grid(row=5, column=0, sticky=W)129
    AddressVar=StringVar()130
    Address= Entry(frame1, textvariable=AddressVar)131
    Address.grid(row=5,column=1,sticky=W)132
    133
   134
  135


136
    frame2 = Frame(win)137
    frame2.pack()138
    b1= Button(frame2, text=" Save ", command=saveClient)139
    b2= Button(frame2, text=" Count ", command=countClient)140
    b1.pack(side=LEFT); b2.pack(side=LEFT)141
    142
    return win143


144


Label(frame1, text="Clients", font=("Helvetica 12 bold")).grid(row=0 
, column=0, sticky=W)







145
#this is the main program!146
win = makeWindow()147
win.mainloop()148


149







This response was difficult to mark as it did not conform to a standard algorithm. 
Marks were awarded for: 
One mark for each: 
• Looks up plumber hourly rate in array/uses array
• Output the hourly rate for the plumber 
• Output an error if invalid plumberID is entered 


Section B Question 1 
Example 1
Python submission from a candidate. Full marks awarded here.
• Opening the data file
• Reading contents
• Comparing client criteria to the list
• Incrementing the contents of the Clients found variable


Question: Part B Question 1 
Sample D 
Response: 
A Java response from the candidate. Full marks awarded here. 
• Opening the data file
• Reading contents 
• Comparing client criteria to the list 
• Incrementing the contents of the Clients found variable


Question: Part B Question 1 
Sample: In folder Corrected Code GCE Wales unit2 
Response: This is one possible completed solution in Java, VB and Python. All three 
languages have examples of full mark answers. These are not designed to be “exemplars” of 
perfect code, but examples of the kind of “broken code” candidates may come across in real 
life that they may have to maintain.







This response was difficult to mark as it did not conform to a standard algorithm. 
Marks were awarded for: 
One mark for each: 
• Looks up plumber hourly rate in array/uses array
• Output the hourly rate for the plumber 
• Output an error if invalid plumberID is entered 


Question: Part B Question 1 
Sample C 
Response: Python submission from a candidate. 
• Opening the data file
• Reading contents 
• Comparing client criteria to the list 
• Incrementing the contents of the Clients found variable


Question: Part B Question 1 
Sample D 
Response: 
A Java response from the candidate. Full marks awarded here. 
• Opening the data file
• Reading contents 
• Comparing client criteria to the list 
• Incrementing the contents of the Clients found variable


Question: Part B Question 1 
Sample: In folder Corrected Code GCE Wales unit2 
This is one possible completed solution in Java, VB and Python. All three languages have 
examples of full mark answers. These are not designed to be “exemplars” of perfect code, 
but examples of the kind of “broken code” candidates may come across in real life that they 
may have to maintain. 












sense, for example if the estimated price is -£30. Data Table will need to be required 
in the system in order to store data and insert data such as plumbers, sorting 
system would be additionally allow it to be easier to read.  


 


 


 


 


Data could be backed up using raid systems in order to backup data. Raid systems 
can be configured to allow users to backup data simultaneously on hard disk drives 
as it’s been written on two secondary storage devices. Therefore, as data is being 
written down it’ll be written on both secondary storage devices at the same time. If 
hard disk drive fails in the future, there is a backup of the data on the other which 
can be used to recover lost data from the failed drive. The second method I 
proposed is for plumbers to backup small files and documentation on USB drives, 
for example backing up their schedules or documentation they have complete, etc. 
This method is useful in recovering small pieces of data, for example if individual file 
becomes corrupt, there is a backup on the USB drive, etc. This method is heavily 
versatile due to the portability of the USB drive allowing workers to access their files 
at home if they bring the USB drive. The business can also backup some data on the 
Cloud by buying external storage on the internet and backing up data on the Cloud, 
this method is useful because all data can be accessed from each system with the 
login, therefore if all data is lost on the systems, each individual can log into the 
external cloud storage to recover back files, etc. This method is also good if the 
company is with limited data storage. Data could also be stored on a data base 
management system which the company could create multiple backups onto the 
system, however this method is costly.  


 


 


 


 


 


Pseudo code 


Class[] PlumberRate:  


{ Get input Textfield.PlumberID  


Does input =  


PlumberID[1] = 101 


PlumberID[2] = 102 


5) 


6) 







PlumberID[3] =  103 


PlumberID[4] = 104 


PlumberID[5] = 105 


PlumberID[6] =  106 


PlumberID[7] = 107 


If yes, display “Insert number of hours”  


{ Get input Textfield.hours 


 Does input = 


 HourlyRate[1] = 30 


 HourlyRate[2] = 45 


 HourlyRate[3]  


 HourlyRate[4] 


 Hourly Rate [5] 


 Hourly Rate [6] 


 Hourly Rate [7] 


If yes, display “Insert Cost”  


else 


Display “invalid input, returning to start” 


Return to start  


else  


Display “Invalid Input, try again”  


Return to start. 


 


 







• Correct relationship links 
• Foreign key from Clients table (ClientID) 
• Foreign key from Plumbers Table (PlumberID) 
• Clients Table completed with example fields
• Booking Table completed with example fields 
• Plumbers Table completed with example fields 


Full marks awarded here. 


Question: 6
Sample C 
Response: 
Marks awarded for concepts of the required algorithm. No one correct solution (i.e. 
algorithms do not have to replicate the indicative content in the mark scheme, solutions 
incorporating the correct concepts that provide the same result are awarded the mark.


Marks were awarded for: 
One mark for each: 
• Initialise /declare variables
• Accepts all inputs (plumberID, hours, parts£)
• Looks up plumber hourly rate in array/uses array
• Output the hourly rate for the plumber 
• Calculate and output the total cost of labour 
• Calculate and output the total estimate cost of the job
• Output an error if invalid plumberID is entered 


Question: 6
Sample D 
Response: 
Marks were awarded for: 
One mark for each: 
• Initialise /declare variables
• Accepts all inputs (plumberID, hours, parts£)
• Output the hourly rate for the plumber 
• Calculate and output the total cost of labour 
• Calculate and output the total estimate cost of the job
• Output an error if invalid plumberID is entered 


Question: 6 
Example 3 







This response was difficult to mark as it did not conform to a standard algorithm. 
Marks were awarded for: 
One mark for each: 
• Looks up plumber hourly rate in array/uses array
• Output the hourly rate for the plumber
• Output an error if invalid plumberID is entered


Question: Part B Question 1 
Sample C 
Response: Python submission from a candidate. 
• Opening the data file
• Reading contents 
• Comparing client criteria to the list 
• Incrementing the contents of the Clients found variable


Question: Part B Question 1 
Sample D 
Response: 
A Java response from the candidate. Full marks awarded here. 
• Opening the data file
• Reading contents 
• Comparing client criteria to the list 
• Incrementing the contents of the Clients found variable


Question: Part B Question 1 
Sample: In folder Corrected Code GCE Wales unit2 
Response: This is one possible completed solution in Java, VB and Python. All three 
languages have examples of full mark answers. These are not designed to be “exemplars” of 
perfect code, but examples of the kind of “broken code” candidates may come across in real 
life that they may have to maintain.












1
rted explicitly2


3
from tkinter import *4
from tkinter import messagebox5


6
def saveClient() :7
    ClientIDSave = ClientIDVar.get()8
    ClientIDSave = ClientIDSave.ljust(50)9
    10
    TitleSave=TitleVar.get()11
    TitleSave = TitleSave.ljust(50)12
    13
    FirstnameSave = FirstnameVar.get()14
    FirstnameSave = FirstnameSave.ljust(50)15
    16
    SurnameSave = SurnameVar.get()17
    SurnameSave = SurnameSave.ljust(50)18
    19
    AddressSave = AddressVar.get()20
    AddressSave = AddressSave.ljust(50)21
    22


23
    24


25
+ AddressSave + "\n")26


27
    28
    29


30
31


    ClientCount=032
    CountNeeded=033


34
    ClientIDSave = ClientIDVar.get()35
    36
    TitleSave=TitleVar.get()37
    38
    FirstnameSave = FirstnameVar.get()39
    40
    SurnameSave = SurnameVar.get()41
    42
    AddressSave = AddressVar.get()43
    44
    45
    46
    if not ClientIDSave == "" :47
        CountNeeded +=148


# Only works in Python 3 (Created in 3.4.2) 
# tkinter comes as part of the standard install -  
# messagebox has to be imported


 fileObject = open("clients.txt","a") 


 fileObject.write(ClientIDSave + TitleSave + FirstnameSave + SurnameSave) 


 fileObject.close() 


 return 


  def countClient() :







    if not TitleSave == "" :49
        CountNeeded +=150
    if not FirstnameSave == "" :51
        CountNeeded +=152
    if not SurnameSave == "" :53
        CountNeeded +=154
    if not AddressSave == "" :55
        CountNeeded +=156
    57


58
    if CountNeeded == 0 :59
        messagebox.showerror("Error","Please enter something to count!")60
        return61
    try:62
        fileObject=open("clients.txt","r")63
        64
    except IOError:65
        messagebox.showerror("Error","No file to read")66


67
    else:68
         69


70
71


            72
73


                74
         75
             76


77
             78


79
             ":80


81
             82


83
             84


85
          86
            87


88
                89


90
    91
    return92


93
94


def makeWindow():95
96


       
  
       


  
      


  
       


  
      


while True:
CountGot=0 
recordVar=fileObject.readline() 
if recordVar=="": 
 fileObject.close() 
 break


        
  
        
  
      


  
        
  
       
  


if CountGot == CountNeeded:
ClientCount +=1


 if ClientIDSave in recordVar[0:50] and not ClientIDSave=="" : 
 CountGot +=1 
 if TitleSave in recordVar[50:100] and not TitleSave=="" : 
 CountGot +=1 
   if FirstnameSave in recordVar[100:150] and not FirstnameSave==“”: 
 CountGot +=1 
 if SurnameSave in recordVar[150:200] and not SurnameSave =="": 
  
       
  


 CountGot +=1 
if AddressSave in recordVar[200:250] and not AddressSave=="":


CountGot +=1


messagebox.showinfo("Found: ",str(ClientCount))







97
    98
    global ClientIDVar, TitleVar, FirstnameVar, SurnameVar, AddressVar99


100
    #Create a window/form101
    win = Tk()102
    103
    frame1=Frame(win)104
    frame1.pack()105


106
olumn=0)107


    108
    Label(frame1, text="ClientID").grid(row=1, column=0, sticky=W)109
    ClientIDVar=StringVar()110
    ClientID= Entry(frame1, textvariable=ClientIDVar)111
    ClientID.grid(row=1,column=1,sticky=W)112


113
    Label(frame1, text="Title").grid(row=2, column=0, sticky=W)114
    TitleVar=StringVar()115
    Title= Entry(frame1, textvariable=TitleVar)116
    Title.grid(row=2,column=1,sticky=W)117


118
    Label(frame1, text="Firstname").grid(row=3, column=0, sticky=W)119
    FirstnameVar=StringVar()120
    Firstname= Entry(frame1, textvariable=FirstnameVar)121
    Firstname.grid(row=3,column=1,sticky=W)122
    123
    Label(frame1, text="Surname").grid(row=4, column=0, sticky=W)124
    SurnameVar=StringVar()125
    Surname= Entry(frame1, textvariable=SurnameVar)126
    Surname.grid(row=4,column=1,sticky=W)127
    128
    Label(frame1, text="Address").grid(row=5, column=0, sticky=W)129
    AddressVar=StringVar()130
    Address= Entry(frame1, textvariable=AddressVar)131
    Address.grid(row=5,column=1,sticky=W)132
    133
   134
  135


136
    frame2 = Frame(win)137
    frame2.pack()138
    b1= Button(frame2, text=" Save ", command=saveClient)139
    b2= Button(frame2, text=" Count ", command=countClient)140
    b1.pack(side=LEFT); b2.pack(side=LEFT)141
    142
    return win143


144


Label(frame1, text="Clients", font=("Helvetica 12 bold")).grid(row=0 
, column=0, sticky=W)







145
#this is the main program!146
win = makeWindow()147
win.mainloop()148


149












Section A - Analysis and Design 
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2. 


Field name  Field type Key field Field length  validation 
Client ID Integer  Primary   6 Presence check 
Forename  String - 20 Length check 
Surname  String - 20 Length check  
Address  String - 30 Specific check 


“Does it 
contain @” 


Postcode String - 8 Format Check  
“LLNN NLL” 


D.O.B Date time 
picker 


- 10 Lookup list  
“22/07/1999” 


 


Field name  Field type Key field Field length  validation 
Plumber ID Integer  Primary   6 Presence check 
Forename  String - 20 Length check 
Surname  String - 20 Length check  
Address  String - 30 Specific check 


“Does it 
contain @” 


Attributes  String - 30 Look up list  
“drainage 
specialist”  


 


 


 


Clients table 


Client ID  


Forename 


Surname 


Address 


Postcode  


D.O.B 


 


 


 


 


Plumbers table 


Plumber ID  


Forename 


Surname 


Address  


Attributes   


Price 


Years’ experience 


 


 


 


Job Booking table 


Job ID 


Client ID 


Plumber ID 


Job Name 


 Job type  


Job duration 


Job costs 
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GCE AS Wales Computer Science Unit 2  


Question: 1 
Example 1 


Marks were awarded for: 
One mark for each: 


• Correct relationship links
• Foreign key from Clients table (ClientID)
• Foreign key from Plumbers Table (PlumberID)
• Clients Table completed with example fields
• Booking Table completed with example fields
• Plumbers Table completed with example fields


Full marks awarded here. 


Question: 1
Sample B 
Response: 
Marks were awarded for: 
A different approach here with a key being used to indicate foreign keys. (Any standard 
method for indicating foreign keys was given full credit.) 
One mark for each: 


• Correct relationship links 
• Foreign key from Clients table (ClientID) 
• Foreign key from Plumbers Table (PlumberID) 
• Clients Table completed with example fields 
• Booking Table completed with example fields 
• Plumbers Table completed with example fields 


Full marks awarded here. 


Question: 1
Sample D 
Response: 
Marks were awarded for: 
A different approach again here with a standard class style diagram for indicating 
relationships. (Any standard method for indicating foreign keys was given full credit.) 
One mark for each: 
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GCE AS COMPUTER SCIENCE - UNIT 2 (NEW) 
 


SUMMER 2017 MARK SCHEME 
 
 


SECTION A 
 
 


Q Answer Mark AO1 AO2 AO3 Total 


1 
One mark for each: 


 Correct relationship links 


 Foreign key from Clients table (ClientID) 


 Foreign key from Plumbers Table (PlumberID) 


 Clients Table completed with example fields 


 Booking Table completed with example fields 


 Plumbers Table completed with example fields 
 


Indicative content: 


 


  


 
 


1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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6. Pete’s Plumbers stores the details of its plumbers’ hourly rates in a sorted array (lowest to 
highest).


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.


0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 …


0 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 …


1 30 45 50 60 60 65 75 90 …HourlyRate £


 Using a recognised convention, design and implement an algorithm that generates an estimated 
price for completing a job. [8]


 The algorithm should accept the following inputs:
 • The PlumberID
 • The number of hours a job will take
 • The cost of parts needed.


 The algorithm should output:
 • The hourly rate for the plumber
 • The total cost of labour (hourly rate multiplied by the number of hours a job will take)
 • The total estimated cost of the job (total cost of labour plus cost of parts)
 • An error if an invalid plumberID is entered.


 For example:


 If the user entered the following values:


 PlumberID = 102
 Number of hours = 4
 Cost of parts = £100


 then the algorithm would output:


 Hourly Rate: £45
 Total cost of labour: £180
 Total estimated cost: £280


 Save your work as Section A - Analysis and Design.


PlumberID


PlumberRate[ ]:












 


6) 


 


Set PlumberID = Input(PlumberID) 


Set NumOfHours = Input(Number of hours) 


Set AddCost = Input(Cost of parts needed) 


Set SearchCount = 0 


Set PlumberFound = FALSE 


Set LengthOfList = len(PlumberRate()) 


 


While SearchCount <= LengthOfList and PlumberFound == FALSE: 


 If PlumberID == PlumberRate[ SearchCount, 0 ]: 


  Set PlumberFound = TRUE 


  Set HourlyRate = PlumberRate [ SearchCount, 1 ]: 


 Else: 


  Set SearchCount = SearchCount + 1 


 


If PlumberFound == True: 


 Output (“Hourly Rate: £”, HourlyRate ) 


Output (“Total cost of Labour: £”, NumOfHours* HourlyRate ) 


Output (“Total estimated cost: £”, NumOfHours* HourlyRate + AddCost ) 


 


Else: 


 Output (“No Plumber found with that PlumberID”) 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 







• Correct relationship links 
• Foreign key from Clients table (ClientID) 
• Foreign key from Plumbers Table (PlumberID) 
• Clients Table completed with example fields
• Booking Table completed with example fields 
• Plumbers Table completed with example fields 


Full marks awarded here. 


Question: 6 
Example 1 


Marks awarded for concepts of the required algorithm. No one correct solution (i.e. 
algorithms do not have to replicate the indicative content in the mark scheme, solutions 
incorporating the correct concepts that provide the same result are awarded the mark. 


Marks were awarded for: 
One mark for each: 
• Initialise /declare variables
• Accepts all inputs (plumberID, hours, parts£)
• Looks up plumber hourly rate in array/uses array
• Output the hourly rate for the plumber
• Calculate and output the total cost of labour
• Calculate and output the total estimate cost of the job
• Output an error if invalid plumberID is entered


Question: 6
Sample D 
Response: 
Marks were awarded for: 
One mark for each: 
• Initialise /declare variables
• Accepts all inputs (plumberID, hours, parts£)
• Output the hourly rate for the plumber 
• Calculate and output the total cost of labour 
• Calculate and output the total estimate cost of the job
• Output an error if invalid plumberID is entered 


Question: 6
Sample E 
Response: 












sense, for example if the estimated price is -£30. Data Table will need to be required 
in the system in order to store data and insert data such as plumbers, sorting 
system would be additionally allow it to be easier to read.  


 


 


 


 


Data could be backed up using raid systems in order to backup data. Raid systems 
can be configured to allow users to backup data simultaneously on hard disk drives 
as it’s been written on two secondary storage devices. Therefore, as data is being 
written down it’ll be written on both secondary storage devices at the same time. If 
hard disk drive fails in the future, there is a backup of the data on the other which 
can be used to recover lost data from the failed drive. The second method I 
proposed is for plumbers to backup small files and documentation on USB drives, 
for example backing up their schedules or documentation they have complete, etc. 
This method is useful in recovering small pieces of data, for example if individual file 
becomes corrupt, there is a backup on the USB drive, etc. This method is heavily 
versatile due to the portability of the USB drive allowing workers to access their files 
at home if they bring the USB drive. The business can also backup some data on the 
Cloud by buying external storage on the internet and backing up data on the Cloud, 
this method is useful because all data can be accessed from each system with the 
login, therefore if all data is lost on the systems, each individual can log into the 
external cloud storage to recover back files, etc. This method is also good if the 
company is with limited data storage. Data could also be stored on a data base 
management system which the company could create multiple backups onto the 
system, however this method is costly.  


 


 


 


 


 


Pseudo code 


Class[] PlumberRate:  


{ Get input Textfield.PlumberID  


Does input =  


PlumberID[1] = 101 


PlumberID[2] = 102 


5) 


6) 







PlumberID[3] =  103 


PlumberID[4] = 104 


PlumberID[5] = 105 


PlumberID[6] =  106 


PlumberID[7] = 107 


If yes, display “Insert number of hours”  


{ Get input Textfield.hours 


 Does input = 


 HourlyRate[1] = 30 


 HourlyRate[2] = 45 


 HourlyRate[3]  


 HourlyRate[4] 


 Hourly Rate [5] 


 Hourly Rate [6] 


 Hourly Rate [7] 


If yes, display “Insert Cost”  


else 


Display “invalid input, returning to start” 


Return to start  


else  


Display “Invalid Input, try again”  


Return to start. 


 


 












 


6) 


 


Set PlumberID = Input(PlumberID) 


Set NumOfHours = Input(Number of hours) 


Set AddCost = Input(Cost of parts needed) 


Set SearchCount = 0 


Set PlumberFound = FALSE 


Set LengthOfList = len(PlumberRate()) 


 


While SearchCount <= LengthOfList and PlumberFound == FALSE: 


 If PlumberID == PlumberRate[ SearchCount, 0 ]: 


  Set PlumberFound = TRUE 


  Set HourlyRate = PlumberRate [ SearchCount, 1 ]: 


 Else: 


  Set SearchCount = SearchCount + 1 


 


If PlumberFound == True: 


 Output (“Hourly Rate: £”, HourlyRate ) 


Output (“Total cost of Labour: £”, NumOfHours* HourlyRate ) 


Output (“Total estimated cost: £”, NumOfHours* HourlyRate + AddCost ) 


 


Else: 


 Output (“No Plumber found with that PlumberID”) 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 












Client Table


PK clientID


 firstName
 surname
 dob
 phoneNo
 address
 postCode


Job Booking Table


PK jobID


 jobName
 hoursNeeded
 plumberID
 clientID


Plumbers Table


PK plumberID


 plumberName
 hourlyRate
 callPrice
 yearsWorked
 attributes


 


 Primary Key Length Data Type Validation 
clientID Yes 8 String Presence, length 
firstName No 13 String Presence 
Surname No 15 String Presence 
Dob No 9 Date Format 
phoneNo No 11 String Length, type 
Address No 15 String Presence 
postcode No 8 String Presence 
 


 Primary Key Length Data Type Validation 
plumberID Yes 10 String Presence, length 
plumberName No 25 String Presence 
hourlyRate No 2 String Type, range 
callPrice No 2 String Type, range 
yearsWorked No 2 String Presence, type 
Attributes No 10 String  Presence  


Start


Take input of 
search item


Compare input to 
plumber records


Was item 
found?


Output 
“Input 


search item”


Output 
location of 
search item


End


Output “Not 
Found” Search again?


Yes


No


No


Yes


 












Client Table


PK clientID


 firstName
 surname
 dob
 phoneNo
 address
 postCode


Job Booking Table


PK jobID


 jobName
 hoursNeeded
 plumberID
 clientID


Plumbers Table


PK plumberID


 plumberName
 hourlyRate
 callPrice
 yearsWorked
 attributes


 


 Primary Key Length Data Type Validation 
clientID Yes 8 String Presence, length 
firstName No 13 String Presence 
Surname No 15 String Presence 
Dob No 9 Date Format 
phoneNo No 11 String Length, type 
Address No 15 String Presence 
postcode No 8 String Presence 
 


 Primary Key Length Data Type Validation 
plumberID Yes 10 String Presence, length 
plumberName No 25 String Presence 
hourlyRate No 2 String Type, range 
callPrice No 2 String Type, range 
yearsWorked No 2 String Presence, type 
Attributes No 10 String  Presence  


Start


Take input of 
search item


Compare input to 
plumber records


Was item 
found?


Output 
“Input 


search item”


Output 
location of 
search item


End


Output “Not 
Found” Search again?


Yes


No


No


Yes
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GCE AS Wales Computer Science Unit 2  


Question: 1
Sample A 
Response: 
Marks were awarded for: 
One mark for each: 


• Correct relationship links 
• Foreign key from Clients table (ClientID) 
• Foreign key from Plumbers Table (PlumberID) 
• Clients Table completed with example fields 
• Booking Table completed with example fields 
• Plumbers Table completed with example fields 


Full marks awarded here. 


Question: 1
Sample B 
Response: 
Marks were awarded for: 
A different approach here with a key being used to indicate foreign keys. (Any standard 
method for indicating foreign keys was given full credit.) 
One mark for each: 


• Correct relationship links 
• Foreign key from Clients table (ClientID) 
• Foreign key from Plumbers Table (PlumberID) 
• Clients Table completed with example fields 
• Booking Table completed with example fields 
• Plumbers Table completed with example fields 


Full marks awarded here. 


Question: 1 
Example 3 


Marks were awarded for: 
A different approach again here with a standard class style diagram for indicating 
relationships. (Any standard method for indicating foreign keys was given full credit.) 
One mark for each: 







• Correct relationship links 
• Foreign key from Clients table (ClientID) 
• Foreign key from Plumbers Table (PlumberID) 
• Clients Table completed with example fields 
• Booking Table completed with example fields 
• Plumbers Table completed with example fields 


Full marks awarded here. 
 
 
 
Question: 6 
Sample C 
Response: 
Marks awarded for concepts of the required algorithm. No one correct solution (i.e. 
algorithms do not have to replicate the indicative content in the mark scheme, solutions 
incorporating the correct concepts that provide the same result are awarded the mark. 
 
Marks were awarded for: 
One mark for each: 
• Initialise /declare variables 
• Accepts all inputs (plumberID, hours, parts£) 
• Looks up plumber hourly rate in array/uses array 
• Output the hourly rate for the plumber 
• Calculate and output the total cost of labour  
• Calculate and output the total estimate cost of the job  
• Output an error if invalid plumberID is entered 
 
 
 
  
Question: 6 
Sample D 
Response: 
Marks were awarded for: 
One mark for each: 
• Initialise /declare variables 
• Accepts all inputs (plumberID, hours, parts£) 
• Output the hourly rate for the plumber 
• Calculate and output the total cost of labour  
• Calculate and output the total estimate cost of the job  
• Output an error if invalid plumberID is entered 
 
 
 
Question: 6 
Sample E 
Response: 












/*1
 * To change this license header, choose License Headers in Project Properties.2
 * To change this template file, choose Tools | Templates3
 * and open the template in the editor.4
 */5
package Clients;6


7
import java.io.BufferedReader;8
import java.io.DataInputStream;9
import java.io.FileInputStream;10
import java.io.FileWriter;11
import java.io.IOException;12
import java.io.InputStreamReader;13
import java.util.ArrayList;14
import java.util.List;15
import java.util.logging.Level;16
import java.util.logging.Logger;17
/**18
 *19
 * @author CBAC (GJ)20
 */21
public class Clients {22
    private final String ClientID;23
    private final String Title;24
    private final String Firstname;25
    private final String Surname;26
    private final String Address;27
    28
    private final List<String> Errors;29
    private final String filename = "clients.txt";30
    31
    32
    public Clients(String ClientID, String Title, String Firstname, String Surname,33
            String Address) {34
        this.Errors = new ArrayList<>();35
        this.ClientID = ClientID;36
        this.Title = Title;37
        this.Firstname = Firstname;38
        this.Surname = Surname;39
        this.Address = Address;40
       41
    }42
    43
    44
    45
    46
    public void SaveClient() throws IOException {47
        try (FileWriter fw = new FileWriter(filename, true)) {48







            fw.write(this.toString() + System.getProperty("line.separator"));49
        } catch (IOException ex) {50
            Logger.getLogger(Clients.class.getName()).log(Level.SEVERE, null, ex);51
        }52
    }53


54
    55
    56
    public int CountClient() throws Exception {57
        List<String> client = new ArrayList<>();58


59
        try {60
            FileInputStream fstream = new FileInputStream(this.filename);61
            DataInputStream in = new DataInputStream(fstream);62
            BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(in));63
            String line;64


65
            while ((line = br.readLine()) != null) {66
                if (this.ClientID.length() > 0 && line.contains(this.ClientID)) {67
                    client.add(line);68
                    continue;69
                }70


71
                if (this.Title.length() > 0 && line.contains(this.Title)) {72
                    client.add(line);73
                    continue;74
                }75


76
                if (this.Firstname.length() > 0 && line.contains(this.Firstname)) {77
                    client.add(line);78
                    continue;79
                }80


81
                if (this.Surname.length() > 0 && line.contains(this.Surname)) {82
                    client.add(line);83
                    continue;84
                }85


86
               87
                if (this.Address.length() > 0 && line.contains(this.Address)) {88
                    client.add(line);89
                    90
                }91


92
93


            }94
95


        } catch (Exception ex) {96







            throw new Exception("Error opening file");97
        }98


99
        return client.size();100
    }101
    102
    103


104
    @Override105
    public String toString() {106
        return this.ClientID + "," + this.Title + "," + this.Firstname + ","107
                + this.Surname + "," + this.Address;108
    }109
    110
     public String getErrors() {111
        String errors = "";112


113
        for (String Error : this.Errors) {114
            errors = errors + Error + "\n";115
        }116


117
        return errors;118
    }119
    120
    121
    122
    123
    124
}125


126







This response was difficult to mark as it did not conform to a standard algorithm. 
Marks were awarded for: 
One mark for each: 
• Looks up plumber hourly rate in array/uses array
• Output the hourly rate for the plumber 
• Output an error if invalid plumberID is entered 


Question: Part B Question 1 
Sample C 
Response: Python submission from a candidate. 
• Opening the data file
• Reading contents 
• Comparing client criteria to the list 
• Incrementing the contents of the Clients found variable


Section B Question 1 
Example 2


A Java response from the candidate. Full marks awarded here. 
• Opening the data file
• Reading contents
• Comparing client criteria to the list
• Incrementing the contents of the Clients found variable


Question: Part B Question 1 
Sample: In folder Corrected Code GCE Wales unit2 
Response: This is one possible completed solution in Java, VB and Python. All three 
languages have examples of full mark answers. These are not designed to be “exemplars” of 
perfect code, but examples of the kind of “broken code” candidates may come across in real 
life that they may have to maintain.







This response was difficult to mark as it did not conform to a standard algorithm. 
Marks were awarded for: 
One mark for each: 
• Looks up plumber hourly rate in array/uses array
• Output the hourly rate for the plumber 
• Output an error if invalid plumberID is entered 


Question: Part B Question 1 
Sample C 
Response: Python submission from a candidate. 
• Opening the data file
• Reading contents 
• Comparing client criteria to the list 
• Incrementing the contents of the Clients found variable


Question: Part B Question 1 
Sample D 
Response: 
A Java response from the candidate. Full marks awarded here. 
• Opening the data file
• Reading contents 
• Comparing client criteria to the list 
• Incrementing the contents of the Clients found variable


Question: Part B Question 1 
Sample: In folder Corrected Code GCE Wales unit2 
This is one possible completed solution in Java, VB and Python. All three languages have 
examples of full mark answers. These are not designed to be “exemplars” of perfect code, 
but examples of the kind of “broken code” candidates may come across in real life that they 
may have to maintain. 












Section A - Analysis and Design 
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2. 


Field name  Field type Key field Field length  validation 
Client ID Integer  Primary   6 Presence check 
Forename  String - 20 Length check 
Surname  String - 20 Length check  
Address  String - 30 Specific check 


“Does it 
contain @” 


Postcode String - 8 Format Check  
“LLNN NLL” 


D.O.B Date time 
picker 


- 10 Lookup list  
“22/07/1999” 


 


Field name  Field type Key field Field length  validation 
Plumber ID Integer  Primary   6 Presence check 
Forename  String - 20 Length check 
Surname  String - 20 Length check  
Address  String - 30 Specific check 


“Does it 
contain @” 


Attributes  String - 30 Look up list  
“drainage 
specialist”  


 


 


 


Clients table 


Client ID  


Forename 


Surname 


Address 


Postcode  


D.O.B 


 


 


 


 


Plumbers table 


Plumber ID  


Forename 


Surname 


Address  


Attributes   


Price 


Years’ experience 


 


 


 


Job Booking table 


Job ID 


Client ID 


Plumber ID 


Job Name 


 Job type  


Job duration 


Job costs 
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Section B: Develop programs (16 marks)


Select the programming language of your choice from section BI, BII or BIII and answer all 3 
questions within your chosen section.


BI Visual Basic
Pete’s Plumbers wants the prototype computer system to be developed using Visual Basic.


1. Open the file clients
 • Read through the code and familiarise yourself with its contents
 • The file contains incomplete code, which is intended to save clients details and 
  return the number of clients on file that match the search criteria entered e.g. First 
  name.


 Complete this code. 


 Remember to save the changes made to the file clients [4]


2. Create a new form, with a suitable interface, that will allow Pete’s Plumbers to:


 • Input plumber details
 • Validate plumber details
 • Store plumber details on disc in a text file called plumberdetails.txt
 • Search for the number of plumbers matching the criteria entered.
 
 Save your new form with the filename plumbers [8]


3. Using the internal facility of Visual Basic, annotate your code from question BI (2) to clearly 
explain the design of your program to another software developer.


 Remember to save the changes made to the file named plumbers [4]


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.
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BII Java
Pete’s Plumbers wants the prototype computer system to be developed using Java.


1. Open the Java project: clients
 • Read through the code and familiarise yourself with its contents
 • The file contains incomplete code, which is intended to save clients details and return the 


number of clients on file that match the search criteria entered e.g. First name.


 Complete this code.


 Remember to save the changes made to the file clients [4]


2. Create a new form, with a suitable interface, that will allow Pete’s Plumbers to:


 • Input plumber details
 • Validate plumber details
 • Store plumber details on disc in a text file called plumberdetails.txt
 • Search for the number of plumbers matching the criteria entered.


 Save your new code with the filename plumbers [8]


3. Using the internal facility of your chosen IDE, annotate your code from question BII (2) to clearly 
explain the design of your program to another software developer.


 Remember to save the changes made to the file named plumbers [4]


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.
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BIII Python
Pete’s Plumbers wants the prototype computer system to be developed using Python.


1. Open the file clients
 • Read through the code and familiarise yourself with its contents
 • The file contains incomplete code, which is intended to save clients details and return the 


number of clients on file that match the search criteria entered e.g. First name.


 Complete this code.


 Remember to save the changes made to the file clients [4]


2. Create a new form, with a suitable interface, that will allow Pete’s Plumbers to:


 • Input plumber details
 • Validate plumber details
 • Store plumber details on disc in a text file called plumberdetails.txt
 • Search for the number of plumbers matching the criteria entered.
 
 Save your new form with the filename plumbers [8]


3. Using the internal facility of your chosen IDE, annotate your code from question BIII (2) to clearly 
explain the design of your program to another software developer.


 Remember to save the changes made to the file named plumbers [4]


END OF PAPER
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/*1
 * To change this license header, choose License Headers in Project Properties.2
 * To change this template file, choose Tools | Templates3
 * and open the template in the editor.4
 */5
package Clients;6


7
import java.io.BufferedReader;8
import java.io.DataInputStream;9
import java.io.FileInputStream;10
import java.io.FileWriter;11
import java.io.IOException;12
import java.io.InputStreamReader;13
import java.util.ArrayList;14
import java.util.List;15
import java.util.logging.Level;16
import java.util.logging.Logger;17
/**18
 *19
 * @author CBAC (GJ)20
 */21
public class Clients {22
    private final String ClientID;23
    private final String Title;24
    private final String Firstname;25
    private final String Surname;26
    private final String Address;27
    28
    private final List<String> Errors;29
    private final String filename = "clients.txt";30
    31
    32
    public Clients(String ClientID, String Title, String Firstname, String Surname,33
            String Address) {34
        this.Errors = new ArrayList<>();35
        this.ClientID = ClientID;36
        this.Title = Title;37
        this.Firstname = Firstname;38
        this.Surname = Surname;39
        this.Address = Address;40
       41
    }42
    43
    44
    45
    46
    public void SaveClient() throws IOException {47
        try (FileWriter fw = new FileWriter(filename, true)) {48







            fw.write(this.toString() + System.getProperty("line.separator"));49
        } catch (IOException ex) {50
            Logger.getLogger(Clients.class.getName()).log(Level.SEVERE, null, ex);51
        }52
    }53


54
    55
    56
    public int CountClient() throws Exception {57
        List<String> client = new ArrayList<>();58


59
        try {60
            FileInputStream fstream = new FileInputStream(this.filename);61
            DataInputStream in = new DataInputStream(fstream);62
            BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(in));63
            String line;64


65
            while ((line = br.readLine()) != null) {66
                if (this.ClientID.length() > 0 && line.contains(this.ClientID)) {67
                    client.add(line);68
                    continue;69
                }70


71
                if (this.Title.length() > 0 && line.contains(this.Title)) {72
                    client.add(line);73
                    continue;74
                }75


76
                if (this.Firstname.length() > 0 && line.contains(this.Firstname)) {77
                    client.add(line);78
                    continue;79
                }80


81
                if (this.Surname.length() > 0 && line.contains(this.Surname)) {82
                    client.add(line);83
                    continue;84
                }85


86
               87
                if (this.Address.length() > 0 && line.contains(this.Address)) {88
                    client.add(line);89
                    90
                }91


92
93


            }94
95


        } catch (Exception ex) {96







            throw new Exception("Error opening file");97
        }98


99
        return client.size();100
    }101
    102
    103


104
    @Override105
    public String toString() {106
        return this.ClientID + "," + this.Title + "," + this.Firstname + ","107
                + this.Surname + "," + this.Address;108
    }109
    110
     public String getErrors() {111
        String errors = "";112


113
        for (String Error : this.Errors) {114
            errors = errors + Error + "\n";115
        }116


117
        return errors;118
    }119
    120
    121
    122
    123
    124
}125


126
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SECTION B 
 


Q Answer Mark AO1 AO2 AO3 Total 


1 Indicative content: 


 Opening the data file 


 Reading contents 


 Comparing client criteria to the list 


 Incrementing the contents of the Clients found variable 


 


4   3.1b 4 


 
 


Band 
AO3.1b 


Max 4 marks 


3 


4 marks 
The candidate has: 


 Implemented all the points required as stated in the indicative content  


 Used and fully exploited the programming facilities of the language  


 Demonstrated a sound understanding of the appropriate tools and techniques available to them 
 


2 


2 - 3 marks 
The candidate has: 


 Implemented the majority of the points required as stated in the indicative content. Majority is 
defined as a response that provides two or three items of the functionality signalled in the 
indicative content 


 Used and exploited the programming facilities of the language  


 Demonstrated an understanding of the tools and techniques available to them 
 


1 


1 mark 
The candidate has: 


 Implemented only one of the points required as stated in the indicative content 


 Used some of the programming facilities of the language  


 Demonstrated a limited understanding of the tools and techniques available to them 
 


0 


 
0 marks 


Response not credit worthy or not attempted. 
 


 
  












 


6) 


numberHours = 0                                                                                                                                                                      
costParts = 0                                                                                                                                                                    
hourlyRate = 0                                                                                                                                                                              
totalCostLab = 0                                                                                                                                                                                                   
estJobCost = 0 


input plumberID                                                                                                                                                                                       
input numberHours                                                                                                                                                                             
input costParts 


if plumberID is found          
 plumberRate[i][j]                                    
 totalCostLab = hourlyRate * numberHours      
 estJobCost = totalCostLab + costParts 


else                        
output “Error, plumber ID incorrect” 


output “Hourly Rate:” hourlyRate                                                                                                                                                               
output “Total cost of labour:” totalCostLab                                                  
output “Total estimated cost:” estJobCost 


 












2
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Scenario
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Pete’s Plumbers is a plumbing company based in Aberystwyth.


Pete’s Plumbers wishes to offer its clients the best possible service by providing the most suitable 
plumber to carry out work. The company wants a computerised job booking system, which will allow 
clients to book a job.


Clients will be able to access pricing and time estimates via an online computer system or by speaking 
to a member of staff who will access the system and provide quotes for the client.


This new system will store details of clients. The system will also store details of the different plumbers’ 
call-out rates and hourly working rates. The system will provide a simple job booking facility, where 
clients choose a specific plumber, based on their expertise with the particular job the client requires.


The main requirements of the new computer system for Pete’s Plumbers are:


• The ability to store and search client details
• The ability to store plumbers’ details and search for plumbers using various attributes, such


as; search for all “drainage specialists” or all “gas safe heating qualified plumbers”, search by
call-out price of plumber, search by hourly rates, search by number of years’ experience, or
search by first name or surname


• The ability to calculate an estimated price for a job.


Pete’s Plumbers has the following partially completed entity-relationship diagram as an overview of 
the system they would like to create:


Clients Table


ClientID


. . .


. . .


. . .


Job Booking Table


JobID


. . .


. . .


. . .


Plumbers Table


PlumberID


. . .


. . .


. . .
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Section A: Analysis and Design (44 marks)


You have been asked to analyse the scenario as a preliminary step towards creating a prototype 
computer system for Pete’s Plumbers.


Present your answers as a single word-processed document named Section A - Analysis and 
Design.


1. Copy and complete the entity relationship diagram provided in the scenario. [6]


2. Draw two data structure tables that will allow Pete’s Plumbers to store clients’ and plumbers’ 
details. [10]


3. Construct a flowchart for the process of searching a list (for example a list of plumbers) for a 
search item. If the item is found the flowchart should output the location in the list where the item 
was found. If the item is not found the flowchart should output “Not Found”. [8]


4. Select and fully justify your proposed method of solution for the three main requirements listed 
in the scenario. [6]


5. Pete’s Plumbers will have to consider different methods of backing up its data.


Pete’s Plumbers is a small company with limited data. Describe different procedures Pete’s 
Plumbers could use for backing up and recovering data. You should explain why the different 
backup methods are suitable for Pete’s Plumbers. Your answer should include three different 
secondary storage devices Pete’s Plumbers could use. [6]
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6) 


numberHours = 0                                                                                                                                                                      
costParts = 0                                                                                                                                                                    
hourlyRate = 0                                                                                                                                                                              
totalCostLab = 0                                                                                                                                                                                                   
estJobCost = 0 


input plumberID                                                                                                                                                                                       
input numberHours                                                                                                                                                                             
input costParts 


if plumberID is found          
 plumberRate[i][j]                                    
 totalCostLab = hourlyRate * numberHours      
 estJobCost = totalCostLab + costParts 


else                        
output “Error, plumber ID incorrect” 


output “Hourly Rate:” hourlyRate                                                                                                                                                               
output “Total cost of labour:” totalCostLab                                                  
output “Total estimated cost:” estJobCost 


 







• Correct relationship links
• Foreign key from Clients table (ClientID)
• Foreign key from Plumbers Table (PlumberID)
• Clients Table completed with example fields
• Booking Table completed with example fields
• Plumbers Table completed with example fields


Full marks awarded here. 


Question: 6 
Sample C 
Response: 
Marks awarded for concepts of the required algorithm. No one correct solution (i.e. 
algorithms do not have to replicate the indicative content in the mark scheme, solutions 
incorporating the correct concepts that provide the same result are awarded the mark. 


Marks were awarded for: 
One mark for each: 
• Initialise /declare variables
• Accepts all inputs (plumberID, hours, parts£)
• Looks up plumber hourly rate in array/uses array
• Output the hourly rate for the plumber
• Calculate and output the total cost of labour
• Calculate and output the total estimate cost of the job
• Output an error if invalid plumberID is entered


Question: 6 
Example 2 


Marks were awarded for: 
One mark for each: 
• Initialise /declare variables
• Accepts all inputs (plumberID, hours, parts£)
• Output the hourly rate for the plumber
• Calculate and output the total cost of labour
• Calculate and output the total estimate cost of the job
• Output an error if invalid plumberID is entered


Question: 6 
Sample E 
Response: 











